The analysis of the switching behaviour of submicron devices brings about the necessity of extending the solution of the hydrodynamic model to the transient case. The implementation of such model has been carried out and a few examples of simulation are presented here, showing the velocity-overshoot of a ballistic diode and the temperature spread in the drain region of a realistic MOS device.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In recent years increasing attention has been paid to the analysis of the switching behaviour of submicron devices, bringing about the necessity of extending the solution of the Hydrodynamic Model (HD) to the transient case [1, 2] . The Hydrodynamic Model in the transient case reads [3] : -div(esgradq) q(p n / N+o N ), (1) n/t div(Jn/q) -U, p/)t + div(Jp/q) U,
i)(nWn) /t + div[-,ngradTn (5/2)kBTnJn/q] E Jn wnU n(wn Who)/Xwn, (3) )(pWp) /i)t + div[-w,pgradTp + (5/2)kBTp'Jp/q] E Jp wpU p(wp Wpo)/T,wp, (4) where Jn qDngradn + qttnngrad(koTn/q p), (5) Jp -qDpgradp / qlppgrad(knTp/q tp) (6) and T, Xp, x w are the temperature, momentum-relaxation time, and energy-relaxation time of the carriers, and w (1/2) my 2 + (3/2) kBT is the average kinetic energy. The remaining symbols have the usual meaning. This set of equations is discretized in space using the so-called Box Integration Method.The time derivatives are discretized using the Gear method which is an A-stable, L-stable method for stiff differential equations. The discretization yields at each time step a system of 5N algebraic equations, where N is the size of the discretization grid [3] . The system of nonlinear equations is solved using the following scheme: first, the system of Poisson, electron-and hole-continuity equations is solved by a coupled Newton method, then the temperature is updated solving the energy-balance equations for electrons and holes. The external loop is repeated until the global convergence is reached, and the whole procedure is repeated at each time step. The solution scheme depicted above is easier to implement than the full Newton nethod coupling all equations; it has proven very stable and, supplemented with a quadratic projection algorithm, rather fast as well. The term E J is treated by the vectorial identity E J div(q)J) + p div(J) [4] . In steady-state conditions the term div(J) at the RHS is often replaced by qU using the continuity equations; in transient conditions this is no longer possible because of the time derivatives. Straightforward manipulations lead to the following discretized expression (referring to the ith node):
where dij is the normal bisector of the triangle side and 2 is the area of the node. This expression is easy to handle as the time dependence is not explicit: therefore, in the transient case there is no need to account for the time derivatives in div (J) and div (q)J).
RESULTS
The simulations have been carried out using a twodimensional version of the device-analysis program HFIELDS [3] , supplemented with the method de'scribed above, first on a 0.5 tm, n + -n-n + ballistic diode having a 0.35 lam n-region. The diode is initially at equilibrium, then it is biased by a linear ramp which brings the voltage drop between the contacts from 0 to 2 V in psec; the voltage on this contact remains at 2 V for sec after the end of the ramp. It is worth noting that the duration of the ramp is about one order of magnitude larger than the carrier momentum-relaxation time; for this reason the terms J/Ot are dropped from the transport equations. On the contrary, the time derivatives are retained in (3, 4) because the carrier energy-relaxation times are larger [5] . In any case the ramp is slow enough to allow for the steady-state approximation leading to Poisson's equation. of the same order as "w and corresponds to the instant at which the ramp reaches 2 V; at 1 sec the transient is extinguished. The figure exhibits the delay in the temperature growth due to the time derivatives in (3, 4) . Physically this means that the energy cannot change immediately after the switching even if the temperature changes considerably faster with respect to the other physical quantities (electron concentration, electric field). In Fig. 2 malized temperature at the beginning of the ramp at psec, i.e., when the ramp reaches 3 V, and at the end of the transient. In the direction of the channel the results are qualitatively similar to those of the previous case: the temperature peak is initially localized in the channel region while, after the end the ramp, it starts spreading to eventually reach the steady-state profile of Fig. 7 . In addition, thanks to the two-dimensional analysis, the spread of the energy from the surface to the bulk is also evident in the figure. 
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